This paper deals with recurrent neural networks of multilayer perceptron type which are well-suited for speech recognition, specially for phoneme recognition. The ability of these networks has been investigated by phoneme recognition experiments using a number of Japanese words uttered by a native male speaker in a quiet environment. Results of the experiments show that reco tion rates achieved with these networks are higher than t e s e obtained with wnventional non-recurrent neural networks.
INTRODUCTION
The conventional neural networks of multi-layer percep tron (MLP) type have been increasingly in use for speech recognition and also for other speech processing applications. Those networks work very well as an effective classifier for vowel sounds with stationary spectra, while their phoneme discriminating power deteriorates considerably for consonants which are c h a r d e d by variations of their short-time spectra. This may be attributable to a fact that feedforward multi-layer neural networks are inherently unable to deal with tixne-varying information like timevarying spectra of speech sounds. One way to cope with this problem is to incorporate feedback structure in the networks to provide them with an ability to memorize incoming timevarying informations. Incorporating feedback structure in feedforward networks results in so-called rearrent neural networks (RNNs) which have feedback connections between units of phoneme discriminatin power. This network will be designated as Type 1 &. In what follows, both recurrent networks will be described in detail, then the results of the experiments will be ecussed, comparing the performance of the Type l R" mth that of the Type 2 R" and feedforward network.
THE TWO RECURRENT NEURAL

2.1
The structure of the Type 1 and 2 R N N S
NETWORKS
The Type 1 recurrent neural network has three layers, input, hidden, and output layers. Each of the output layer units has a feedback connection with itself, i.e., a self-loop, as shown in Fig.1 . The output of each input layer uplt at time t-1 is fed, t h n g h connections between the input and hidden layers, to all the hidden layer units at time t and in the same manner the output of each hidden layer unit at time t-1 is supplied, through connections between the bidden and output layers, to all the output layer units at time t. The output at time t-1 of each output layer unit is fed back to itself at time t. The Type 2 recurnnt neural network has a similar structure as that of the Type 1 ne-twork except for the fact that it has a connection of self-loop type around each of the hidden layer units, as depicted in Fi.2.
The training of the networks
In training the Type 1 R", weights at t of all the C O~X I~C -tions between the input and hidden layvs as well as connections between the hidden and out ut layers are affected by all the input vectors to the input rayer before time t, while in the Type 2 R" input vectors prior to time t have no &ect upon the weights of connections between the hidden ammm n n n Fi@;ure 1: The structure of the Type 1 R". and output layers before time t. This difference in the effect of training between both RNNs will certainly lead to a difference in phoneme discriminating power. We will see this shortly in the results of the experiments.
PHONEME RECOGNITION EXPERIMENTS
To compare the phoneme discriminating power of Type I Ft" with that of the Type 2 R" and ordinary feedforward network (MLNN), the phoneme recognition experiments were performed on these networks. The method and results of the experiments will be briefly described below.
Phoneme data and the method of
A set of phoneme tokens was derived from a Japanese word database provided by ATR Interpreting Telephony Research Laboratories, Kyoto, Japan. This database contains 5,240 Japanese words uttered by a single d e speaker in a quiet environment. Those words were sampled at 2OkHz and By way of representing each phoneme token as 11 frames of waveform data, a 25.6ms time window is shifted over each phoneme token, 10ms at a time, producing 1,7, and 3 frames of waveform data for transient, consonant, and vowel portions of token, respectively, for consonants, and 11 frames for a stationary portion of token for vowels.
Those 11 frame phoneme data derived from phoneme t e kens will be called phoneme samples. Those phoneme samples were equally divided into samples for training the "s and samples for evaluating the performance of the RNNs with an equal frequency of having each class of succeeding vowels in the training and test samples.
In order to take account of spectral variations of phoneme samples, running spectra were calculated for phoneme samples. Figure 3 illustrates how running spectral vectors, which will be called phoneme vectors, are generated from speech waveform. First, a short-time power spectrum is calculated using the FFT for each frame of phoneme sanples. Here the short-time spectrum is dehed as the average output power of each of 16 bandpass filters with an equal bandwidth of 1.1 Bark in the range between 200Hz and 6kH2, each of which is fed with the phoneme samples as input. A seven-frame (7x25.6ms) time window is shifted over those 11 frames of short-time power spectrq one frame at a time. This produces a 112-dimensional running spectral vector (phoneme vector) at each position and five such phoneme vectors altogether for each phoneme sample, which will be used as input vectors for the RNNs. analysis digitized.
The number of hidden layer units
The number of hidden layer units is an important kctor of multi-layer neural networks, since it determines not only recognition accuracy but also computation time in training those networks. A preliminary phoneme recognition experiment was performed for 33 different phonemes of Japanese, varying the number of hidden layer units, to find out that 8~l appropriate number of hidden layer units is 40. The numbers of input and output layer units am set equal to the dimensionality of input vectors and the number of phoneme cate ones to be classified, respectively. The back-propagation & orithm WBS utilized to train the RNNs.
Phoneme recognition using a single RNN
A phoneme recognition experiment was carried out to evaluate the phoneme discriminating power of each of the RNNs and MLNN. 
F i 4:
The group classification scheme. 
Phoneme reco using group classification
When only a single RNN is used to recognize dl the phonemes, computation time increases and recognition rate decreases with the number of phoneme categories. One way to cope with this problem is to divide the entire phoneme categories into several, say 6, phoneme p u p s by a group classifier RNN and then to recognize phonemes in each group by a phoneme recognizer F f , " . We call this way of recognizing phonemes in two steps a group classification scheme. A flow diagram of this scheme is shown in Fig.4 . Input phoneme vectors are d d e d into 6 phoneme groups by the group M e r RNN. This group classification is similar to the phoneme classification in phonetics, but is slightly modified, as one sees in Table 2 . Phonemes are darsj6ed into the following 6 groups: unvoiced plosives, voiced plosives, unvoiced fricatives, voiced fricatives+gfides, nasals, and vowels. S u p pose an unknown phoneme vector was classified as one of unvoiced fricatives. The vector would be sent to a specific phoneme recognizer for this pa,rticuiar group and recognized result would be put out. One advantage of this scheme is that we can use the right network to obtain the best recognition result. The group classifier RNN has 112, 40, and 6 units in the input, hidden, and output layers, respectively, and the phoneme recognizer R N N s 112,30, and 4 7 Units in the input, hidden, and output layers, respectively. Tables 3 and 4 show group dassihtion accuracies and intragroup phoneme recognition rates, respectively, of Type 1 and 2 RNNs and MLNN. Obviously higher average accuracies are attained in the order of the MLNN, Type 2 RNN, and Type 1 RNN, both in the group classifhation and in the intra-group phoneme recognition. Table 5 compares overall recognition rates obtained through the use of the group classification scheme with recognition rates obtained by a single RNN. This result clearly indicates that the grou classification scheme brings about an improvement of 3.29fin average recognition rate over the recognizer using a single Type 1
RNN.
CONCLUSIONS
Two new phoneme recognizers using a single or several " e n t neural networks have been described above. For the purpose of evaluating the ability of these recogttizers phoneme recognition experiments were performed usmg a number of phoneme tokens derived from a Japanese word database. Findings from the results of the experiments can be summarized as follows:
1. The Type 1 and 2 R N N s surpass the " N in phoneme recognition accuracies. This may suggest that the feedback loops within the R N N s function as memories to memorize timevarying spectra of speech sounds and improve appreciably the phoneme discriminating power of the networks. 
